my review also begins with two
parts: (a) the underlying computa
tional model is impressive and
among the best of the hybrid sym
bolic-network models, and (b) never
theless, I have concerns about the
ultimate adequacy of such ap
proaches for capturing the nature of
mind with respect to the deeper is
sues of the nature of representation,
consciousness, and sociality. Finally, I
will suggest that these deeper con
cerns introduce a thematic issue that
is not specific to this book but is en
demic to the current fields of psychol
ogy, artificial intelligence, and cogni
tive science: a fundamental perplexity
regarding normativity.
CLARION embodies a basic archi
tectural hypothesis about thinking: an
architectural differentiation into im
plicit and explicit kinds of processing,
with various interactions between the
processes in these two architectures.
The implicit part of CLARION is a net
work that develops skills via a
Q-learning-back propagation algo
rithm, a form of reinforcement learn
ing. The explicit part develops rules
using the rule-extraction-revision al
gorithm, which operates on the un
derlying network to extract rules of
action. This second level can also
modularize its problem situations
with spatial and temporal

Normativity and Mind

partitioning.
The implicit-explicit distinction
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serves protean functions in this work,
but the core intent is to capture the
distinction in research on human
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learning between implicit and explicit
learning. One example of the aptness
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of the model is that skills in the bot
tom layer of CLARION are distributed

A

s is apt for a work with a

stratum) and explicit (higher stratum)

thematic focus on dualities,

aspects of representation, learning,

this book proceeds on two

and problem solving. The second

levels. The first is concerned with a

level of the book is concerned with

computer model of problem solving

broad and deep issues in the philoso

and learning that the author has been

phy of mind, such as the purported

developing for some years, called (in

Heideggerian nature of representa

its current version) Connectionistic

tion, the nature of consciousness,

Learning with A daptiveRule Induc

and sociocultural factors in cogni

tion ON-line, or CLARION. Grounding

tion-and the implications and con

the concern with duality, this com

nections between the computational

puter model consists of two strata,

model and these broader issues.

intending to capture implicit (lower
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Continuing the theme of duality,

in the network, whereas rules in the
top layer are symbolically, therefore
locally, encoded. This difference,
then, claims to capture the human
phenomenon of implicit learning be
ing relatively inaccessible and explicit
learning being relatively accessible.
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it, such as a detective learning more

learning, so the inability to model

sive ranges of data from human ex

about what kind of murder is in

such detection is a serious practical

periments. These include modeling

volved and simultaneously thereby

problem, as well as a theoretical and

implicit and explicit learning sepa

guiding in appropriate ways the

philosophical problem. CLARION

rately, as well as manifesting the syn

search for the murderer (Christensen

learns with respect to preencoded

ergy between the two under appro

& Hooker,

priate conditions. Sun also makes

for virtually all computer models, and

detection of its own representational

numerous comparisons between

thus do not affect CLARION any more

error. A truly autonomous robot, for

CLARION and other models in the

than others, but that does not miti

example, will have to do better.

literature, arguing for a clear supe

gate the force of the points for the

riority for the phenomena that

deeper aspirations of modeling the

is wide ranging, addressing both

CLARION is intended to capture. Sun

mind.

computational and neurological

CLARION is able to model impres

is one of the leaders in exploring the

2000). These points hold

Sun contends that representation

reinforcement, not with respect to

Sun's discussion of consciousness

models. The implicit-explicit frame

emerges in action and interaction

work of CLARION is well suited to

network and part symbol manipula

in the world, in Heideggerian com

capture some issues regarding con

tion, and CLARION illustrates why.

portment. I am in strong agreement

sciousness-the distinction itself is

For anyone interested in a summary

with this general orientation, but

defined in terms of ease of conscious

potentialities of hybrid systems, part

of, or introduction to his work, these

CLARION's desiccated model of such

access to the representations in

parts of the book are recommended.

interaction does not seem like a good

volved. In practice, such access is

framework for addressing interac

usually manifested in the ability to

It is clear, however, that a signifi
cant part of Sun's heart is in the

tively emergent representation. The

verbalize the knowledge available.

broader and deeper issues addressed,

input representational features are

CLARION has no model of language,
however, and the assumption seems

and here I am less sanguine about

not emergent in interaction, and, be

success. Let me begin with issues of

cause all further representation is

to be that the local symbolic encod

representation. All representation in

based on them, it is not clear how

ings in the "rules" layer capture easy

CLARION is based on the encoded

interaction plays any role in generat

access and that a straight readout of

features that are input to the base

ing representation, except perhaps

these symbols suffices for verbalizing.

level network. All learning is of "ac

for selecting particular weight vectors

CLARION suffers from the problems

tion" choices and sequences with re

on those features. There is no differ

of all computational models with re
spect to the phenomenality of con

spect to encoded "reinforcement" lev

entiation between internal system

els resulting from the attainment of

states and external environmental

sciousness-it is very difficult to see

certain states. I have long argued

states, so the relationship between

how a straightforward computational

against the adequacy of any encod

them is problematic. The "actions"

model can capture this aspect. Sun

ing-based model of representation

are action encodings, with no con

makes a number of interesting sug

(Bickhard, 2002), but for now I will

nection to any real environment. The

gestions but acknowledges that this

simply point out that modeling repre

"reinforcements" are not learned or

is primarily a problem for the future.

sentation in terms of encodings is

emergent. And the normativity of all

modeling representation in terms of

representations (e.g., the ability to

CLARION model to accommodate
social influences on cognition shows

Sun's attempt to stretch the

(a form of) representation. At a mini

determine that misrepresentation has

mum, there is no account of represen

occurred) is resident only in the de

signs of definite strain. The duality at

tation that is genuine for the system

signer or user of the system, not for

the social level that he focuses on is
that between emergent social pro

itself, not just for the designer or user

the system itself. This is particularly

of that system. All such "encodings"

important in that (a) Heideggerian

cesses and structures, on the one

are for the external observer only.

comportment is saturated with nor

hand, and the level of the individual

mativity and anticipation and (b) the

cognition of the participants in such

Furthermore, both the initial fea
tures and the reinforcements are

power of interactively emergent rep

structures and processes, on the

hand-coded for each problem. There

resentation is precisely that it can

other. I agree that this is a crucial

is no way to learn new basic fea

capture such normativity and antici

point of emergence, but CLARION is

tures, new "atoms," of representa

pation. CLARION does not, and it is

then used to model the distinction be

tion, nor of any basic norms and

not at all clear that any such com

tween absorbed involvement in a so

goals that are real for the system

puter model ever could do more than

cial role, via the lower level of implicit

(Morrison, 1997). CLARION could not

to simulate such processes (because

knowledge, and an explicit level of

handle, for example, ill-defined prob

of failures to capture genuine norma

instruction or advice taking. The social

lems in which the individual has to

tivity), but CLARION does not do that

level of emergent structures and pro

learn more about what the problem

either. For example, no model of rep

cesses has been lost. Furthermore,

is-the normative constraints that

resentational content is offered.

here we find again the assumption

define the problem-at the same time
as learning more about how to solve

System detection of representa
tional error guides both action and
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that the translation between internal
and external symbols, as in advice
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taking, is unproblematic. But, if that

psychopathology, and so on. There is

were so, language learning would

no mind without normativity.

not need to occur.

And yet, on the other hand, we

computational model. Again, Sun is
to be strongly applauded for recog
nizing that such issues must be ad

In general, I very much applaud

are caught in a time in which atten

dressed and cannot simply be

Sun's concerns with foundational is

tion to normativities is at best with

postponed. These broader issues,

sues of representation, conscious

out philosophical and theoretical

however, also illustrate, in my judg

ness, and sociality. All too often, it is

guidance, and at worst seems like

ment, some strong limitations of

simply assumed that these can be

giving credence to something mysti

CLARION in particular, and, more

safely set aside for later work. But, if

cal. Normativity does not seem to

generally, a serious dilemma in con

exist in the "natural" world, so how

temporary studies of mind across all

the framework assumptions are in
error, then current work can end up
being irrelevant in the long run. No
one reads classic associationistic psy
chology anymore (well, almost), and
the premier journal, The ]oumal of
Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior;
no longer exists. So Sun's interest in
being able to extend the CLARION
model is refreshing in its recognition
that models of skill learning must ul
timately be capable of integration
with models of representation, con
sciousness, and sociality, to name
three foundational constraints.
My concern, however, is that the
framework assumptions of computer
modeling in general, as well as those
of information processing ap
proaches in psychology, and, more
broadly, the dominant approaches in
cognitive science writ large, including
its intersecting fields of psychology,
philosophy, artificial intelligence, lin
guistics, anthropology, and neuro
science, are themselves in founda
tional error.
This is a complex set of issues
not to be solved or even surveyed
here. I would like, however, to point
out an apparent dilemma that con
temporary sciences of mind face. On
one hand, mind is the quintessential
domain of normativity. Representa
tional content is that which a repre
sentation ought to represent. learn
ing is to avoid various kinds of error.
Rationality generates reasoning and
problem-solving norms. Emotions

can normative phenomena be mod

relevant domains. I have some

eled without violating naturalism,

thoughts of my own about what is

without introducing some sort of du

required to transcend this dilemma,

alism? Proscriptions against norma

but my intent at this point is simply to

tivity range from the impossibility of

suggest that the dilemma exists and

determining the truth or falsity of our

demands attention.

argued for in radical skepticism-any
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